T2 hyperintensity of medial lemniscus: higher threshold application to ROI measurements is more accurate in predicting small vessel disease.
Medial lemniscus T2 hyperintensity (MLH) has been recently demonstrated as potential imaging marker for small vessel disease (SVD). Our purpose in this study is to improve accuracy of regions of interest (ROI) analysis for this imaging finding. Two neuroradiologists retrospectively reviewed 103 consecutive outpatient brain MRI. Medial lemniscus signal in dorsal pons was evaluated; visually on FLAIR and with ROI on T2. Original MRI interpretations were divided into three categories; SVD, multiple sclerosis (MS), and nonspecific WM changes (non). Thirty-seven patients had SVD, 14 patients had MS, 52 had Non. Visual MLH was seen exclusively with SVD and was generally bilateral. Patients with visual MLH belonged to advanced SVD by imaging and clinical parameters. Compared to visual data, ROI analyses of MLH has been known to be compounded by false positives and negatives at low threshold (20% of adjacent to normal brainstem signal). With application of higher ROI threshold (25%), false positives were eliminated but false negatives increased. ROI analyses of MLH by experienced neuroradiologist were more reliable. MLH seen on high threshold ROI analysis is a reliable radiologic marker in predicting SVD. ROI analysis of MLH should be performed by an experienced neuroradiologist.